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Washington University is a special community. We are a place of “we” not “me,” striving to foster collaboration in all that we do. We are driven, with an inner fire and quiet confidence, challenging ourselves and our students to exceed their potential.

We are enriched by the diversity of our people, our ideas and our ways of approaching the world and our work. And while we celebrate individuality, we also share a common interest in reinforcing WashU’s unique reputation for both world-class research and academic excellence. All parts of the university contribute to this reputation, and we all benefit from it. It is a shared investment in how we are perceived.

A strong reputation is one of the most valuable assets an organization owns. Managing our reputation is a continual process that in part requires clarity and consistency. The goal is for anyone who encounters Washington University to know who we are and what we stand for. Everyone has a part to play in bringing our reputation — our brand — to life.

Maintaining a reputation takes discipline. Thoughtful consistency of messages, tone of voice, visuals and direction help to establish and reinforce emotional connections with the people who encounter WashU.

The more unified we are in our communications, the more we reinforce who we are, which will help ensure continued success in recruiting students, faculty and staff; cultivating donors; and engaging with partners locally, nationally and around the globe.

We developed this guide as a resource for all members of the Washington University community. Each of us plays an important role in communicating who we are, what we do and what makes our university so special.
Brand Together

Washington University is driven by a clear purpose: to create an environment that encourages and supports intellectual and personal collaboration to make a difference in the lives of our students, our community and the world. This effort applies to everything we do — including the tone, look and feel of our communications.

This document was developed to help us work together to build consistent communications that collectively build our reputation with the people we impact. It explains what we stand for, how we strive to be understood and how we distinguish ourselves.

Our graphic identity is a visual representation of our traditions, culture and values. Clear, consistent use of our graphic identity reinforces our reputation throughout the world and enables us to create content that speaks to specific audiences while maintaining a single, unified voice.

Our identity is much more than our visual presence on our printed and digital communications. It is how we talk about the university and what others say about us. It is how we interact with each other and with our community. It’s about the actions we take and the stories we choose to highlight. Every person who is a part of Washington University — students, parents, alumni, faculty, staff, administration, neighbors, patients, thought leaders — all of us are ambassadors and guardians of our reputation. Establishing and communicating a clear, compelling message, delivered with consistency and credibility, will help us solidify our distinct place among the world’s great universities.
Strategy and Messaging

A brand is a story: simple, memorable and true. It is the essential quality that makes anything unique. It is the story we tell about who we are and why we exist. But it is also the mixture of facts, feelings, impressions and interpretations that people believe based on the signals we send.

Key Attributes

Our key attributes are a set of characteristics that define the university’s personality. They inform our communications in the look, feel, tone of voice and imagery we use to tell our stories, and they serve as a standard for how we do our work.

Driven Washington University is a place where individuals are challenged to realize their potential. We’re always evolving to meet the needs of current and prospective students, as well as our alumni, faculty and staff. We are inspired to develop big ideas and tackle challenging problems. We conduct groundbreaking work to discover gaps in current knowledge and devise well-informed ways to address these gaps. Through our partnerships and path-breaking research, we’re working together to shape the future of our university, our region and our world.

Personal We are a community of individuals with inner fire and quiet confidence. With a view toward individual and collective success, we inspire and support each other.

What sets us apart:

We are a community where people matter and serious work is done.
Nomenclature

Our official name:
Washington University in St. Louis

Whenever possible the full name of the university should be used. Our name ensures that no confusion arises between Washington University in St. Louis and the 29 other colleges and universities whose names include the word “Washington.” Market research conducted with the university’s key constituencies has shown that all audiences — from alumni and friends to prospective students and parents — prefer “Washington University in St. Louis” as the official name. This name was officially adopted by the Board of Trustees in 1976.

Our nickname:
WashU

One of our most enduring characteristics is our personal, friendly nature. It’s not surprising, then, that our rather long official name is often shortened by those who know and love us to the nickname “WashU.” When used appropriately, this unofficial name helps to underscore this key personality trait.

One should keep in mind the tone and formality of the communication in which it appears. For serious or formal material, it is better to use only the official name. At other times, the nickname WashU may be appropriate. For example, for internal communications, social media or more casual communications, WashU can stand alone. WashU is correctly written with a capital W and capital U, with no space between Wash and U and without periods.
Our Voice

Our voice is active, open, confident and inclusive. When writing about the university or telling the stories of our people, choose a style of writing that naturally reflects these values.

Use present tense. Writing in the “now” provides a sense of ongoing discovery and lets readers feel like they are a part of the narrative.

Present: Joshua Aiken, AB ’14, has a passion for international human rights and domestic civil liberties. Now a Rhodes Scholar, he is pursuing that passion at the University of Oxford in England over the next two years, studying the experience of refugees and asylum seekers. “I have had the experience of being able to live openly and freely and to be who I am. Knowing that so many people can’t do that motivates me,” Aiken said.

Past: While studying at Washington University, Joshua Aiken, AB ’14, pursued his passion for international human rights and domestic civil liberties. After he was named a Rhodes Scholar, Aiken knew exactly what he’d study at the University of Oxford in England. He would spend the two years after graduating studying the experience of refugees and asylum seekers. “I have had the experience of being able to live openly and freely and to be who I am. Knowing that so many people can’t do that motivates me,” Aiken said.

Use active voice. Create sentences in which people are doing things. It’s more energetic and interesting than the passive alternative.

Active: Sean B. Carroll, PhD, AB ’79 (biology), is an award-winning, internationally recognized biologist and author of five books on genetics and evolution. Yet, he decided to spend two-and-a-half years writing a book centered on World War II history, the French Resistance and the friendship between two Nobel Prize winners, writer-philosopher Albert Camus and biologist Jacques Monod. It was a seemingly risky stretch for a scientist — which now looks like a smart career move.

Passive: The book “Brave Genius” is about World War II history, the French Resistance and the friendship between two Nobel Prize winners, writer-philosopher Albert Camus and biologist Jacques Monod, but it wasn’t written by a historian. Instead, it was authored by Sean B. Carroll, PhD, AB ’79 (biology), an award-winning, internationally recognized biologist and author of five books on genetics and evolution. Taking two-and-a-half years to research and write the book may seem risky for a career scientist, but now it looks like a smart career move.
Present facts. Statements about the university should be more than just adjectives and superlatives. Provide evidence with examples.

Factual: In 2011, U2, one of the world’s most popular bands, played to a sold-out crowd of more than 50,000 in St. Louis’ Busch Stadium. But it was 30 years earlier when the band played St. Louis for the first time, at Washington University’s Graham Chapel. On April 7, 1981, U2 — hired for the sum of $750 — performed to a capacity crowd, playing songs from their newly released, now-classic album, “Boy.” Those in attendance couldn’t have known they were witnessing the early stage of a band that would become one of the world’s most well-known musical acts, with future hits including “Where the Streets Have No Name,” “One,” and “Pride (in the Name of Love).”

Abstract: U2, one of the world’s most popular bands, recently played to a sold-out St. Louis crowd. But U2 played St. Louis for the first time decades earlier at Washington University. In the early ‘80s, U2 — hired for less than $1,000 — performed to a huge crowd on campus, playing songs from their debut album, which later became a classic. Those in attendance couldn’t have known they were witnessing the early stage of a band that would become one of the world’s most well-known musical acts, with future hits that would top the charts.

Intelligent and accessible. Strive to communicate as clearly as possible, with concise sentences to convey complex ideas.

Concise: David Norman, co-chairman of Impressionist and Modern Art Worldwide at Sotheby’s, will never forget the day he and three colleagues flew from London on a secret mission to a warehouse on the outskirts of Oslo, Norway. There, in a cold bare room, lit by a single fluorescent light, they had their first look at the iconic 1895 pastel of Edvard Munch’s “The Scream,” one of four versions in existence and the only one still in private hands.

Wordy: Edvard Munch’s pre-expressionist “The Scream,” or “Der Schrei der Natur” (1893), is iconic in Western art and culture, becoming “the Mona Lisa for our time” according to journalist Arthur Lubow. A ghost-like figure in the painting’s foreground has been called a rendering of Nietzsche’s cry “God is dead, and we have nothing to replace him.” The painting is also linked with Schopenhauer’s concept of dread, articulated in “Philosophie der Kunst.” Munch created four versions of the image — a tempera and pastel on cardboard, two pastels and a tempera painting — between 1893 and 1895. David Norman, co-chairman of Impressionist and Modern Art Worldwide at Sotheby’s, saw one of those pastels in a warehouse Oslo, Norway.

Use the first person. “We” and “our” make our voice personal. Avoid descriptions that sound like an outsider writing about us.

First person: At Washington University, our top priorities are the intellectual, personal and professional growth of students. We listen and respond to your interests and needs. We help you prepare for a career. Our faculty members — leaders in their fields — care deeply about the subjects they study and about the students they teach. And we believe that you will get where you want to be by becoming an analytical thinker, a problem solver and an effective communicator.

Third person: At Washington University, students discover and develop who they are and what they want to be. The university prioritizes intellectual, personal and professional growth. The faculty and staff respond to students’ interests and needs. The university’s career center helps develop the skills needed to find a job. The faculty — leaders in their fields — care deeply about the subjects they study and about the students they teach. At Washington University, everyone believes that students get where they want to be by becoming analytical thinkers, problem solvers and an effective communicators.
What does Washington University look like?

We are an institution composed of many schools on multiple campuses; hundreds of departments, centers and units; thousands of people, all simultaneously speaking to each other and a global audience on an infinite number of topics. This diversity is intrinsic to who we are and at the same time a challenge to presenting a clear picture of what it means to “look like WashU.”

Yet in today’s design-driven, electronic media age, it is more important than ever to establish a distinctive visual identity that makes a meaningful impression upon audiences inundated with content. A visual vocabulary of consistently employed elements — logo, color, typography and photographic style — are significant contributors to our story even before our audience reads the first word.

These elements of visual identity and the way they are combined are more than just aesthetic choices. They are intended to strategically support the key attributes of the university. We embrace design that is confident, direct, intelligent, human-focused, purposeful and effectively communicates content. Sending clear, consistent visual signals over time leads to a greater sense of familiarity between our audiences and us. We want them to feel a personal connection without having to rediscover us each time they encounter us.
Logos

As a large, multi-faceted institution, Washington University is composed of many academic and administrative units, divisions, centers and programs, each with a distinct audience and identity.

A system of wordmarks has been developed to allow for these divisions to have a separate identity while still supporting an overall university visual identity. Three levels of “lockups” have been devised to accommodate most situations. (So called, because these arrangements of shield and type should not be altered. They are “locked up” together as a unit.) For each kind of lockup, several different horizontal and stacked arrangements, in color and black and white, provide an extremely wide variety of options for designers.

Why should every unit have such similar marks?

Although they may operate independently, our schools and divisions aren’t in competition with each other. We all benefit from the cross-pollination of positive impressions created by any part of the university. The strength of our story — our brand — is universitywide. The power of continually reinforcing that single vision from many different sources is an advantage to everyone.

Despite the wide variety of activities, programs and services offered at the university, it is a mistake to assume that every entity must have its own separate “brand.” The strongest, most recognized identity that any of us can project is that of the university itself. These guidelines should provide a foundation for creating identity for individual units that focus on their unique stories and offerings, and not on developing stand-alone graphic identities.
Do not attempt to create artwork for your own identity marks. Please contact the Office of Public Affairs to discuss the feasibility of developing a mark for your unit.
Official University Logo

The official logotype of Washington University in St. Louis consists of a three-color heraldic shield device and a formal wordmark in black. Four official configurations have been created to allow for flexibility in placing the logo on a wide variety of communications.

These logos can be used on any white or light-colored background, or placed over a suitably light-colored area of a photographic background as long as it remains highly legible.

Washington University logos have been updated. Although the changes are subtle, there have been some important modifications made to official university logos, including enhancements to the balance and alignment of the shield and improved consistency of the letterforms of the typography. New logos also include updated university color standards. All new applications of university logos should use updated logo files.

One Line
No smaller than 3.125” wide

Two-Line Horizontal
No smaller than 1.5” wide

Two-Line Centered
No smaller than 1.5” wide

Three-Line Centered
No smaller than 1.125” wide
On a dark background, a reverse version of the logo is required, with the wordmark in white. Note that the reverse versions of the logo include a white outline around the three-color shield.

One-color versions of the logo are also available for applications when full-color printing of the logo is not possible. The one-color logo may only appear in black or our gray (on a light-colored background) or reversed to white (on a dark background). Our red or green are acceptable colors for the one-color logo on merchandise only.
Clear Space

When using any approved version of the logo, it is important that the area surrounding the logo remain free of type or imagery, so that nothing competes with the logo for the viewer’s attention. To ensure this, each approved version of the logo must never appear closer than the height and width of the shield to the edge of the paper or to any other typography or artwork. This clear space may necessarily be reduced when placing the logo on a website, but designers should still take care to separate the logo from other page contents, such as in a header bar.
Logo Don’ts

Washington University logos, including logo “lockups,” must always be reproduced from approved artwork and can never be altered. The examples show various unapproved uses.
Do not use the shield or typography separately.

Do not reposition the shield or typography.

Do not re-size the shield or typography.

Do not substitute a different font.

Do not add drop shadows or other effects.

Do not produce the logo in alternate colors.

Do not crop the logo.

Do not add elements to the logo that attempts to create a new mark.

Do not change the logo proportions.

Motion Graphics: Our official logo marks should not be animated — no flying, flipping, zooming, breaking apart or building. In video or multimedia applications, the logo should simply dissolve on or off screen as a unit.
General Guidelines

The logo should appear on either the front or back of any printed communication and on every web page or electronic communication.

Use discretion when placing and sizing the logo.

In most cases, it does not need to be prominently displayed. It is an identifying element, not a design device. It should occupy a position in the layout hierarchy that serves as a signature. It should not be the main focus. It should be large enough to be legible and proportionate to the design, but no larger.

The layout examples shown apply also for Level 2 and Level 3 lockups.

Correct

Logo too large
Don’t over-logo.

No more than one university lockup should appear on the same page — for example, if a page includes a school logo (Level 2 lockup) or center logo (Level 3 lockup), it is redundant to place a university logo in the same layout.
Co-branding

For situations that require co-branding or partnering of two or more university units the “one-logo” rule applies. Use the highest-level logo that applies to all entities and list the separate units in ordinary type.
Use care to provide separation between logos when creating any layout that requires using the university logo (or any university lockup) and any other logo in the same design (such as a partnership, sponsorship or other affiliation).
### WashU Informal Type Treatment

This least formal version of the university identity was created for applications when a more casual identifier is appropriate. It may be used when the content of the material carrying this mark is less formal and designed for an audience that will likely recognize our nickname. This type treatment may not be combined with additional text to create school-, unit-, or department-specific versions of the mark, or be combined with any other marks. Where practical, an official university logo should also be used on the piece, but not necessarily in close proximity.

### University Seal

Use of the official university seal is carefully restricted. It may only be used with special permission from the Office of Public Affairs. It is reserved for formal documents such as diplomas and certificates.

### Brookings Hall Circle

This alternative to the university seal can be used when a circular device is desired, such as on promotional products. For most communications, a version of the university logo is preferred.

### University Monogram

This monogram-style insignia is a historical mark that can still be seen in architectural details on campus. It is useful as a university symbol on merchandise or other special applications, but it should not be used in place of an official logo.
Custom Marks

Although the logo architecture for schools, centers, departments and other permanent university entities is outlined here and should be maintained, there may be occasional instances when the development of a unique logo may be appropriate.

Some instances when unique logos may be considered:

To identify initiatives or events that have a defined end date — for instance, a capital campaign, alumni event or academic symposium.

To distinguish university-affiliated commercial entities from Washington University itself.

The development of a non-standard logo should only be undertaken in consultation with and approval by the Office of Public Affairs.
Outline shield

This variation of the logo shield has been created to allow designers the freedom to use this iconic university emblem with more design flexibility. It can be used as an accent graphic to add visual impact to a layout and provide an additional element of our identity to compositions. It can be used in large or small sizes, cropped at the edge of a composition or as a stand-alone flourish. It can be produced in any single brand color or reversed from a photograph. The outline shield is always a single color. Do not attempt to fill in areas with color or create multi-color variations.

In order to maintain the integrity of the design at all sizes, the outline shield has been created in two variations: large (open) and small (solid). The difference between these is the treatment of the small stars and fleurs-de-lis. When the outline shield is produced at smaller than 1 inch, or in any situation that renders the outlines of these details difficult to reproduce, choose the solid version.
Do not confuse the one-color version of the university logo shield for the outline shield.
Logo Alternative

In instances where the logo simply will not work due to extremely limited space, the name of the university may be substituted. Examples where this may be required are branded products such as pens, flash drives or similar small items. In these cases, the name “Washington University in St. Louis” — or, if necessary, “Washington University” should be typeset in Libre Baskerville. Wherever possible, a version of the logo should be used.
Discontinued Marks

Use of these marks has been discontinued. These marks are not approved for use in any new projects. Please only use the authorized marks described elsewhere in this manual.
Athletics Logos

The WashU Bears have a long and proud tradition, and our athletics logos embody that spirit and align with overall university visual branding. We have simplified and reduced the number of approved athletics logos in order to provide clarity while still offering a marks to suit many different needs. Only the three logo marks shown here are approved for use in WashU Athletics communications or merchandise.

Athletics marks may be customized for individual sports with the addition of a text-only sports tagline in an approved brand font.

- Athletics
- Baseball
- Men’s Basketball
- Women’s Basketball
- Cheerleading
- Crew
- Cross Country
- Equipment
- Facilities
- Football
- Women’s Golf
- Men’s Soccer
- Women’s Soccer
- Softball
- Sports Information
- Sports Medicine
- Sports Performance
- Swimming & Diving
- Track & Field
- Men’s Tennis
- Women’s Tennis
- Volleyball

Friendly Bear

This version of the Bear logo was created specifically for use on children’s merchandise or communications for child-friendly university activities or events. It should not be used in any other application.
Go red! Go green!

Our heritage colors of red and green are an important element of our identity, and the colors we choose in communications should make everything we create instantly recognizable as WashU. Our red and green always appear together when reproducing the our logo shield in full color.

Use these color formulas, and match the correct formula to your project. These color values have been carefully selected to match as close as possible across all types of media and output.

When designing for the web or other electronic media, use these RGB or Hex values. For print, use the appropriate CMYK or spot color, depending on the print specifications for your final output. Do not use “automatic” formula conversions such as converting spot color to process within a graphics program or converting a print formula to a web formula. These will not produce accurate color matches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>PMS</th>
<th>CMYK</th>
<th>RGB</th>
<th>HEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0, 100, 59, 24</td>
<td>165, 20, 23</td>
<td>#a51417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>100, 0, 60, 40</td>
<td>0, 115, 96</td>
<td>#007360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Primary design palette

In order to simplify and clarify our visual identity, red, gray and white have been selected as the primary color palette to use for communication design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>PMS</th>
<th>CMYK</th>
<th>RGB</th>
<th>HEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0, 100, 59, 24</td>
<td>163, 20, 23</td>
<td>#a51417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool Gray 11</td>
<td>Cool Gray 3</td>
<td>59, 41, 42, 15</td>
<td>108, 115, 115</td>
<td>#6c7373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool Gray 3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>20, 17, 17, 0</td>
<td>200, 200, 200</td>
<td>#c8c8c8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web only dark gray</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>100, 0, 60, 40</td>
<td>0, 115, 96</td>
<td>#007360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accent color

Our green can be used with discretion as an accent color in page design. It should not generally be used directly adjacent to red. Equal combinations of red and green together can be visually challenging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>PMS</th>
<th>CMYK</th>
<th>RGB</th>
<th>HEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>100, 0, 60, 40</td>
<td>0, 115, 96</td>
<td>#007360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Web only dark gray | HEX #3c3c3d
To meet accessibility standards on the web it may sometimes be necessary to darken the gray value for contrast and readability. In these web-only cases, this darker gray may be used.
Secondary color palette and tints

The secondary color palette consists of a complimentary set of hues that are chosen to work well together, and with WashU red, to provide depth and variety to communications. These additional colors will provide designers broad artistic freedom and versatility in the development of communications media while maintaining a coordinated, integrated look. There are no designated colors for individual departments or areas of the university. Any of the colors within the palette may be used for any communication.
Use Color Purposefully

Effective design schemes support content. It is preferable to select a single base color (generally red, gray or white) and introduce other colors strategically, based on how you will use the color and how it will complement your chosen photography. Limiting the palette to no more than three colors will help to keep the content from looking too complex and cluttered, and better reflect the WashU attributes of clarity and thoughtfulness.

Use color to create emphasis. Well-placed color can help create visual hierarchy, telegraph importance or similarity of elements on the page and provide organizational structure to a layout.

Ro ist, iuria conseques aut alicabo. Ut veratur a nita num

As reperuo tanum in plati. Restaum quadra dii eutolopari remari, et nis, aus. Observa cum nocepia tolodarii ignorum. Dem omnipli, ret pectorum. Ignor aus ist, igno naciulam

Corporations $22.79M
Agencies $14.6M
Parents $16.98M
Groups $1.55M
National $67.67M
Alumni $89.24M
Friends $44.56M

Usamus doluprii dii dolupriquem qui corbus rerum quaepaudi de dolupta tiam. Inque omnis sint esse cae nonnus aliquam lusumin, am fugas. Et esse et repasem alineum re ad duxa milliarum, aper in usu de domiculiam. Omnespor sunt accuss emisum nis ad ov exum orpa di duxum modis ilem am apescom qua in present prerosum aimeri acquisit aut ad ut ligerumum re moicin. Quae duci cum reperau quantum quis sit. Display. Oli se idulquum in ipsam esse re commodum lavem ad audei re superum qua que nonnemum rolupiql de duxupiilulor comosip.
Use color to create rhythm. Especially in communications that span multiple pages, color can signal a change in content, or provide a place for they eye to rest. Strategically placed shifts in color can help to keep the content engaging.
Tepras

Elena deribus. Mau et
acsum aliquos is poram
nat latio voloorem
con num doloris tor aut
rerumendio ideligenz,
quar quo in parasit quid
qui comnihil imolumqui
officiet unsumla doluptae
aut doluptas per ped
eorumquatem expelenienis
est quation es ad magnatur
aut la volo ipsum, tem
iliumagui.

Faces alibus, si omnim
Catemporae. Neque non pratusam labo.

Consider text legibility. When choosing color, it is important
to consider the best options from the palette that will convey
information clearly and effectively. There must always be good
contrast between text and the background color. Choose dark type
on light backgrounds or white text on dark backgrounds. Text in any
color against another color background must be considered carefully.
Typography

Typefaces give words a tone of voice.

The font chosen for a communication plays an important, if subtle, part in our identity. Communications are most effective when the content is consistent in both meaning and appearance, and brands are most effective with a consistent tone of voice that becomes familiar across many encounters.

Readers may not immediately perceive a shift in tone if the font style changes from one encounter to the next, but when typography is consistent and seamless across print and web media, it helps to underscore a clarity of purpose that elevates the overall impression.

We do not have one official font because no one font could express all the diverse messages being communicated across the university. Instead, we have selected a limited set of font families that can be used to best match the goals of each communication.

They are accessible, flexible, easy to read and well suited to a variety of applications. For constancy, these typefaces are available as both desktop and web fonts.

When choosing a font for your communications, consider one that fits the personality of your design and supports the message. Within a single communication, it is recommended that no more than two different fonts be used.
Serif font family

Libre Baskerville

This traditional serif font traces its heritage to a typeface designed in 1757 by John Baskerville whose aim was to improve legibility over older serif faces. By increasing the contrast between thick and thin strokes, and giving the letterforms a more regular shape, his design has become a classic. A research study showed that the use of the Baskerville font increased the likelihood of the reader agreeing with a statement over other typefaces: it conveys authority and intelligence.

Libre Baskerville is an updated and redrawn version of the font created by Argentinian type designer Pablo Impallari. This new version has a taller x height, which optimizes its legibility on screen, while still working beautifully in print. It is a free, open-source font, making it easily downloadable without license restrictions.

To ensure consistency, please only use the Open Type format of Libre Baskerville. You can download the correct version from brand.wustl.edu.

In cases where it is not possible or practical to use Libre Baskerville, these fonts may be substituted:

- ITC New Baskerville
- Baskerville Old Face
- Caslon

Libre Baskerville Roman

ABCDEFghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Libre Baskerville Italic

ABCDEFghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Libre Baskerville Bold

ABCDEFghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
Sans serif font family

Source Sans Pro

Source Sans is a humanist style sans serif font designed by Paul D. Hunt as Adobe’s first open-source typeface family. The font is available in a wide variety of weights and includes the fullest set of international characters. Source Sans is characterized by an open, upright design that is neutral and friendly. It draws inspiration from the clarity of American gothic typeface designs, but it has been simplified and enhanced to create a pleasant reading experience in both long passages and short text strings. It is optimized for both print and web applications and is highly legible at all sizes.

It is a free, open-source font, making it easily downloadable without license restrictions.

In cases where it is not possible or practical to use Source Sans Pro, these fonts may be substituted:

- Open Sans
- Calibri
- Arial

Source Sans Pro Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Source Sans Pro Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Source Sans Pro Extra Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Source Sans Pro Extra Light Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Source Sans Pro Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Source Sans Pro Light Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Source Sans Pro Semi Bold
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Source Sans Pro Semi Bold Italic
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Source Sans Pro Bold
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Source Sans Pro Bold Italic
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Source Sans Pro Black
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Source Sans Pro Black Italic
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
Slab serif font family

Rockwell

Rockwell was designed in 1934 by Frank Hinman Pierpont and published by the Monotype Foundry. It is based upon several earlier geometric typefaces from the early 20th century, including Litho Antique distributed by a St. Louis type foundry. Slab serif fonts retain a bold, nostalgic and somewhat casual air, recalling their original use on posters and handbills. Today, this mono-weighted face is well suited to headlines and other display applications that require a confident tone. It should not be used for body text.

Rockwell is included with many desktop publishing licenses (Microsoft Office), or is available to purchase in both web and desktop versions.

Rockwell Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Rockwell Italic
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Rockwell Bold
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Rockwell Bold Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
Readability

Use lower-case letters
The ascenders and descendents of lower case letters make it easier for the eye to understand the shape of words.

CAPITAL LETTERS ARE ALL THE SAME HEIGHT, MAKING IT MORE DIFFICULT TO READ.

Use all caps with care, reserving them for headlines, callouts or other display situations; never for large blocks of text.

Maximize contrast
There should always be a high degree of contrast between the text and the background it is printed or viewed on. Contrast is greatest between very dark and very light colors. On white or light colored backgrounds, type should be in a dark color. When reversing out copy from a background color or image, pay attention to the type size and weight to ensure the text is always legible.

Left justified text
Columns of text should be set “Left justified/ragged right” to improve readability. In this style, it is easier for the eye to find the beginning and end of each line, and the spaces between the words are equal.

Ro ist, iuria consequos aut
Ut veratur a nita num

Left justified text - correct

Full justified text - hard to read
Photography

Photography is perhaps the most powerful and compelling tool in the visual toolbox. The images we use instantly create an emotional impression and tell a story about our values, our people, our campus and our personality. Maintaining a high standard of photographic quality is critical to accurately portraying our identity to the world.

Portraits of our people are generally most successful when placing them in a real-life environment, capturing a moment that feels observed and spontaneous. Images that show the architecture and energy of Washington University elevate our photos and provide viewers with a rich sense of place.
Imagery

Subject matter

Real life (not staged, posed or stock imagery*)
Optimistic and emotional (or neutral)
Human-focused and personal
WashU specific
Represent all forms of diversity

*There may be occasional instances in which stock photography is appropriate to illustrate a specific story — a shot of a world landmark, animal or object — where an original photo is impractical. Stock photos of people should never be used in situations that would suggest they are images are of our own people.
Style
Natural lighting
Bright tonal range
Perspectives place the viewer in the scene
Short depth of field puts focus on the subject
Using Photography

Select images that are relevant and add value to your message. If you could communicate your message using only images, what would they be?

Use fewer, better and larger images. Photos are powerful. But their power is diminished when they compete with other images in the same layout. In a crowded montage of small photos, most viewers don’t look at any individual image; they simply see the patchwork. Better to select a single dramatic shot as your focus whenever possible.
Create layouts that prominently feature photos. Choose photos that provide negative space to use for headlines or copy. Or consider cropping a photo to better fill your layout and allow the photo to take a prominent place in the design. Snapshot-sized photos floating in the middle of a text-heavy layout are less compelling.
In almost all cases, photos should be reproduced in full color. Color-shifted or monochrome images may not reflect the natural honesty and openness that characterizes Washington University.
Avoid using photos that are shot from unnatural, obviously staged angles or images that are distorted such as from wide-angle or “fish-eye” lenses.
Social Media

Social media is a powerful communication medium, and it requires strategy, an ongoing commitment of time and a steady stream of compelling content to sustain engagement with your audience. Above all, social media should be social — actively encouraging and building relationships and dialogue with users. Use social media to create conversations, community and connections with your audience in ways that are authentic and relevant.

Be present and responsive. Establishing a social media channel and then deserting it or not regularly checking in will reflect poorly on the university. Consider how your potential social media content may have a stronger home on university-level social media channels.

Understanding platforms

There are numerous social media platforms — Facebook, Twitter and Instagram are just a few examples. Each social platform has a specific personality, cadence and type of content that resonates with audiences. Because of this, strategy development is the key to building a lasting and engaging social media program.

Not every social media platform will be beneficial to every entity at the university. Understanding your audience and the objectives of your social media effort will help you maintain relevance and find the most effective ways to engage users.

Developing a strategy

Understanding your audience’s interests, objectives and content sources are the foundations of developing a social media plan that is right for your needs. Social media strategies rely heavily on posting frequency and creative content sources. Without them, channels are not sustainable and not effective.

Branding social media websites

In order to avoid degradation, distortion or improper treatment of the university logo or seal, and to maintain a suite of social presences that are cohesively branded across the university, the following social media brand guidelines have been established for universitywide usage. Following these guidelines will ensure you’re representing the university on third-party social media platforms appropriately.

Consider your avatars, profile and background images to be extensions of your web presence. Your visual presentation on social media should be visually linked to your website, as well as follow the visual brand guidelines outlined here. But this is also an opportunity to have fun and present the unique personality of your unit.
Most avatars associated with social media accounts are not of appropriate size to accommodate an approved university logo or lockup. Use of the university seal or shield are reserved for official university accounts.

Instead, choose an iconic and identifiable photo image as your avatar. Consider using a portrait or a photo of your location, a campus landmark or another image that will be recognizable at a small size and uniquely represent your account.

Facebook timeline cover photos and Twitter backgrounds can also be used to display a photo that helps to tell your visual story, with images of your people, place or activities.
Examples

WUSTL Mobile

Fuse Website

Commencement Website
Examples

Reunion Invitation

Campaign Gift Postcard

Commencement Planning Guide
Examples

The Interdisciplinary Project in the Humanities

Majoring in the Life of the Mind

Washington University in St. Louis

Alumni and Parents Admission Program

Become an Admissions Volunteer

Washington University Parents

Alumni and Parents Admission Program

“We love Washington University. We are glad to have the opportunity to serve the world in this capacity.”

APAP parent volunteers

APAP parent members contribute to the future of Washington University by serving as university ambassadors, reaching out to our many talented applicants, and growing the university community.

Here is how you can help:
• Serve as a resource to admitted and enrolling families
• Represent Washington University at College Fairs
• Encourage admitted students to enroll at Washington University
• Host or attend receptions for admitted and enrolling Washington University students

Benefits of joining APAP:
• Network with alumni and parents in cities all over the world
• Be in the know about the university as it continues its ascent among the best universities in the world
• Receive invitations for receptions with admitted and enrolling students, as well as fellow Washington University alumni and parents
• Make personal connections with high school seniors

Contact us:
Washington University in St. Louis
Alumni and Parents Admission Program

Box 1001
Ope Buildings
St. Louis, MO 63130

Phone: (314) 935-5000
Fax: (314) 935-5099

Email: wupap@wustl.edu

www.wupap.com

Humanities Interdisciplinary Brochure
Athletics W Club Info Sheet

University College Spring Postcard

University College Preview Night Brochure